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Quiz–1

 1. Which of the following is not the function of worker bees?

 a. To make beehives     

 b. To look after baby bees   

 c. To lay eggs       

 d. To collect nectar for honey   

 2. Penguins are found in 

 a. Equator       b. South pole     

 c. Axis        d. North pole     

 3. The first animal to go into space was a 

 a. Cat        b. Bear     

 c. Horse        d. Dog     

 4. Which of the following animal mostly lives in water? 

 a. Cheetah      b. Seal     

 c. Horse       d. Dog     

 5. What kind of animal is a kite?

 a. Bird       b. Dog     

 c. Cat        d. Elephant    

 6.  Which of the following can live both in water and on land? 

 a. Frog       b. Fish      

 c. Bird        d. Dog      

 7. Which of the following animal lives in hives? 

 a. Frog       b. Whale       

 c. Elephant       d. Bee      

 8. Which of the following animals have long sticky tongue? 

 a. Amphibians     b. Mammals     

 c. Reptiles      d. Invertebrates    

 9. Which of the following body parts maintain balance in a monkey? 

 a. Tail         b. Neck      

 c. Legs        d. Abdomen      

Quiz Book
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 10. Which of the following is the bird which can copy humans? 

 a. Pigeon        b. Parrot      

 c. Humming bird      d. House sparrow    

Quiz–2

 1. Which of the following moves your bone?

 a. Muscles      b. Bone Marrow    

 c. Fingers       d. Spinal Cord     

 2. When you eat tomato, you are eating __________ of the plant. 

 a. Root       b. Stem       

 c. Leaves        d. Vegetable      

 3. What are the four things that a plant needs to live? 

 a. Air, nutrients, water, light    

 b. Air, pizza, water, light     

 c. Air, nutrients, soda, light    

 d. Air, nutrients, water, TV    

 4. _____________ is breathed out by people and animals. 

 a. Oxygen       b. Sunlight     

 c. Carbon dioxide     d. Oil       

 5. Which of these is not a kind of a plant? 

 a. Abacus       b. Acacia      

 c. Acanthus       d. Aster      

 6. From which of the following plant paper made? 

 a. Wheat        b. Rosemary     

 c. Cattail        d. Papyrus     

 7. Where does water enter the plant? 

 a. Root       b. Stem       

 c. Leaves         d. Flower       

 8. The _______________ protects the seed. 

 a. Stem        b. Seed coat     

 c. Cotyledon       d. Carbon dioxide   
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 9. _______________ is the type of food that plants make in their 
leaves. 

 a. Protein       b. Fat      

 c. Carbohydrate     d. Sugar      

 10. Chocolate is made from

 a. Durum wheat      b. Coffee beans    

 c. Cocoa beans      d. Chicory     

Quiz–3

 1. Litre is a measure of:

 a. Volume       b. Mass       

 c. Length        d. Density      

 2. An instrument that collects and measures the amount of rain fall

 a. Barometer       b. Thermometer    

 c. Rain gauge       d. Anemometer     

 3. Smallest bone in human body is found in

 a. Nose       b. Feet      

 c. Ears       d. hands     

 4. A device that supplies power to run another device is called

 a. Headphone     b. Mobile phone     

 c. Charger       d. Battery      

 5. ________________ is used for measuring air pressure. 

 a. Barometer       b. Thermometer    

 c. Anemometer      d. None of these   

 6. Wind speed is measured by a _________________. 

 a. Barometer       b. Thermometer    

 c. Relative humidity     d. Anemometer    

 7. Which planet is the only planet in our solar system that has rings?

 a. Saturn       b. Moon      

 c. Mars       d. Sun      

 8. Which planet is known as the giant planet? 

 a. Mars        b. Jupiter     
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 c. Pluto        d. Sun      

 9. How many teeth does a baby have? 

 a. 16        b. 25      

 c. 15        d. 20      

 10. What are the only things found in nature that can be gas, liquid, or 
solid?

 a. Water        b. Oxygen     

 c. Hydrogen       d. Nitrogen     

Quiz–4

 1. How many stars are there in the flag of China?

 a. 1   b. 4   c. 5   d. 6 

 2. Which one is the largest producer of tea in the world? 

 a. China        b. India       

 c. Sri lanka       d. Japan      

 3. Which one is the largest tropical rain forest in the world?

 a. Amazon       

 b. Bosawas       

 c. Southeast Asian rain forest   

 d. Daintree rain forest    

 4. Which country has the most number of lakes?

 a. Canada       b. USA       

 c. Brazil        d. Nepal       

 5. The world bank was founded in the year 

 a. 1936       b. 1940      

 c. 1944       d. 1950      

 6. International Women’s Day is celebrated on _______________. 

 a. 2nd January      b. 5th April     

 c. 8th March       d. 15th September   

 7. Bangkok is the capital of which country? 

 a. Thailand       b. United kingdom   

 c. India        d. Pakistan     
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 8. Which is the seventh largest country in the world? 

 a. Russia        b. China       

 c. Japan        d. India       

 9. Which is the largest ocean in the world? 

 a. Indian        b. Atlantic      

 c. Pacific        d. Arctic       

 10. Name the biggest bridge in world? 

 a. Danyang–Kunshan Grand Bridge  

 b. Donghai Bridge      

 c. Runyang Bridge       

 d. Hangzhou Bay Bridge     

Quiz–5

 1. Agra is located along with which river? 

 a. Kaveri       b. Ganges     

 c. Yamuna       d. Brahmaputra     

 2. Who wrote Mahabharata?

 a. Veda Vyasa      b. Valmiki      

 c. Dronacharya     d. Bhishma     

 3. When ancient Olympic Games first held?

 a. 24 B.C.       b. 1200 A.D.     

 c. 800 B.C.      d. 776 B.C.     

 4. Who is known as the ‘Father of India’?

 a. Bhagat Singh     b. Mahatma Gandhi   

 c. Jawaharlal Nehru    d. Swami Vivekananda  

 5. Which is the smallest state in India?

 a. Sikkim       b. Goa      

 c. Tripura       d. Pune      

 6. What is the currency of India? 

 a. Dinar        b. Pound       

 c. Lek        d. Rupee       
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 7. The longest river of peninsular India is:

 a. Narmada      b. Godavari      

 c. Mahanadi       d. Cauvery      

 8. Who was the only Indian Governor General?

 a. Jawaharlal Nehru     b. Rajendra Prasad    

 c. Rajagopalachari      d. S. Radhakrishnan    

 9. Who is popularly known as ‘Father of Indian Constitution’?

 a. Dr. Bhimrao Ambedkar   b. Lala Lajpat Rai   

 c. Indira Gandhi     d. Mahatma Gandhi  

 10. Which of the following is the capital of Lakshadweep?

 a. Silvassa       b. Kavaratti     

 c. Daman       d. Gangtok     

Quiz–6

 1. Standard cricket bats are made of: 

 a. Pine wood       b. Rise wood      

 c. Teak wood       d. Willow wood     

 2. Who among the following is known as the ‘Mr. 360 degree’?

 a. Sachin Tendulkar    b. Lionel Messi   

 c. AB de Villiers     d. Milka Singh    

 3. What players wear on their hands while playing cricket?

 a. Pads       b. Gloves      

 c. Socks       d. Rings      

 4.  Which of the following describes triathlon correctly? 

 a. Swimming – cycling – marathon    

 b. Cycling – sprint – hurdles      

 c. Cycling – swimming – hurdles      

 d. Marathon – swimming – cycling     

 5. What is the national game of china?

 a. Hockey       b. Tennis       

 c. Table Tennis      d. Judo      
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 6. Which of the following sport is mostly and commonly played by 
children?

 a. Hide and seek     b. Surfing     

 c. F1 racing      d. Sky diving    

 7. What are the colours of first and last ring of Olympic logo?

 a. Blue and Green     b. White and Green   

 c. Yellow and Blue    d. Red and Black   

 8. How many players are in each team in baseball matches?

 a. 9        b. 15       

 c. 13        d. 10       

 9. In cricket, what is the name of the player who delivers the ball?

 a. Bowler        b. Captain      

 c. Umpire       d. Batsman      

 10. Free throw is associated with

 a. Volleyball       b. Football      

 c. Basketball       d. Cricket      

Quiz–7

 1. She does not agree ______________ me.

 a. Upon       b. To      

 c. With       d. None of these    

 2. You must apologise ______________ your rude behaviour. 

 a. To         b. By       

 c. With        d. For       

 3. Is it possible to achieve just about everything one aims 
______________?

 a. Of         b. By       

 c. For         d. To       

 4. Don’t brood ______________ your mistakes and failures.

 a. At         b. With       

 c. By         d. Over       

 5. We decided to call ______________ the principal.
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 a. At        b. On        

 c. For        d. To      

 6. He has been charged ______________ the murder of his neighbour.

 a. For        b. By        

 c. With        d. To        

 7. We went out ______________ the rain.

 a. However      b. Because of      

 c. Instead of       d. In spite of    

 8. She passed the exam ______________  her teacher.

 a. Because of       b. Because      

 c. In spite of       d. None of these    

 9. We went out ______________ it was raining.

 a. Although       b. Because of      

 c. However       d. None of these     

 10.  He ______________ letter to his father every week.

 a. Writes        b. Wrote      

 c. Written       d. Writing     
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